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A kick start for Canberra’s waterways 
 
Greens Member for Molonglo, Shane Rattenbury, has today expressed delight at the 
announcement that the ACT has secured $85 million of commonwealth funding for the 
ACT’s waterways, a key item in the Parliamentary Agreement between the Greens and 
the ALP.  
 
“As someone who has been strongly advocating for better management for our lakes 
and waterways over the past five years, I am absolutely delighted to see that the ACT 
will have access to this funding to improve outcomes in our river catchment,” said Mr 
Rattenbury 
 
“It’s not a quick fix by any stretch, but it means that we can get started on delivering 
better water quality and better environmental management of our creeks, ponds and 
lakes. 
 
“I am also excited about the possibilities of establishing an independent Catchment 
Management Authority that can put health of lakes and waterways first, ahead of other 
competing interests. This is essential to achieving long-term environmental outcomes. 
 
“Canberrans really appreciate the recreational and environmental value of our 
waterways, from Lake Tuggeranong to Molonglo Reach and many places in between. 
We like to walk, swim and play in these areas, but no one likes it when they can see 
rubbish, smell pollution or have to wade through algae.  
 
“And no one appreciates it when sporting events on Lake Burley Griffin have to be 
cancelled in response to algal blooms.  
 
“I have a vision of a city where our waterways can be used by all of us, but it’s going to 
take some time to undo the damage, and to put in place the best management we can. 
 
“We’ve come a long way from when I first moved my Assembly motion in 2011 calling 
for an investigation into the health of our lakes – we now have funding and we have a 
plan,” said Mr Rattenbury. 
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